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ABSTRACT 
The goal of this paper is to discuss a relation between microlocal solvability and an existence of 
microlocally complete set of eigenfunctions. Any differential operator with constant coefficients is 
locally solvable and this property can be derived from the existence of a complete set of eigenfunc- 
tions ei(x~~). In this paper we prove that Hormander’s olvability condition {Rep, Imp} < 0 implies 
the existence of microlocally complete system of eigenfunctions and from this follows solvability. 
When a complete system of eigenfunctions is constructed, an operator with variable coefficients 
resembles very much the one with constant coefficients; for example one can introduce an analog of 
Fourier Transform and construct a parametrix exactly in the same way as it is done for operators 
with constant coefficients. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper explains the property of local solvability from the point of view 
that is different from the one existing in the literature. We’ll use throughout the 
paper the standard concepts and notations accepted in the theory of pseudo- 
differential operators (PDO); the reader can find all the necessary facts about 
this theory in [4]. Let P(x, D) be a linear partial differential operator with 
smooth coefficients in a domain R G R". The operator P(x, D) is (microlocally) 
solvable at a point (x0,&) E T*(L?)\O if for any f E II’(G) there exists 
g E II’(G) such that 
(x0,6) @ WV% D)g -f). 
An operator elliptic at (xo,[o) is solvable at this point; if, however, the prin- 
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cipal symbol p(x,<) of P(x,D) is equal to zero at (x0,.$) the operator may 
happen to be unsolvable. Hormander has found a necessary condition for sol- 
vability: 
(Rep,Imp) L 0, 
and sufficient condition for solvability 
(1) {Rep, Imp} < 0. 
Later Nirenberg, Treves and Egorov have found more general necessary con- 
ditions, sufficient conditions, and necessary and su~cient conditions for ana- 
lytic case (see [S], [?I, [8], [1] and references there). In this paper we’ll discuss the 
simplest sufficient condition (1). 
The discovery of quite simple linear equations that are not solvable and 
subsequent explanation of this phenomenon is one of the deep results of the 
theory of PDO; for this reason the author has chosen this particular problem to 
illustrate a new point of view. The proof of local solvability for operators with 
constant coefficients is based on the Fourier Transform. We remind here how to 
solve equations with constant coefficients using a version of a classical method 
of subtraction; this reminder is necessary because the main idea of this paper is 
to extend the same methodology to equations with variable coefficients. Let 
P(D) be an operator with constant coefficients and suppose that we want to 
solve an equation 
(2) JV)g =f1 
where f E E’(R”). We solve first an equation 
(3) 
for a special right-hand side. This has a solution gc = e’@~~)/l’(E) (assuming 
that P(E) # 0 for E E R”). The right-hand sidef of (2) can be represented as a 
linear combination of the functions ei(X~~~ as 
where?(<) is the Fourier Transform off(x). From this representation forf we 
can easily get a solution for (2): 
g(x) = (2*)-“Sf(~)e”“‘~)/PfEf d<. 
This formula should be modified if I’(<) = 0 for some 4 E R”. Let C(P) = 
(c E R”; P(J) = 0) and let us assume that Pi(<) # 0 for $ E Z(P). We would like 
to modify the solution gC of (3) so that there is no singularity when [ approaches 
C(P). For any E E R” let us denote by r3(e) the orthogonal projection of < on 
C(P). When [ approaches to C(P), say when IP(E)I 5 1, we can solve (3) in the 
following way 
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(4) 
e’k C) - e 44 a)) 
& = 60 
This expression does not become singular when < + C(P) and it even has a 
limit. Now we can solve the Equation (2) in the following way: 
The whole construction is based on the fact that exponents e”(“*c) form a com- 
plete system of eigenfunctions of operators with constant coefficients. 
To explain the new aspects of this paper we have to compare the methods 
used for solution of equations with constant and variable coefficients. As was 
mentioned above the theory of partial differential equations (PDE) with con- 
stant coefficients is essentially based on the existence of the special set of ei- 
genfunctions -ei(X,t). The Lagrangean manifold (x, 4:) corresponding to the 
function (p = (x, <) has the form Lc = (x, <) and the family Lc of these manifolds 
forms a foliation of the cotangent bundle T*(R”). The symbol P(t) is the ei- 
genvalue of the function e’(“yc) that is associated with Lagrangean manifold I;,. 
The eigenfunctions are the basic building blocks from which a solution of gen- 
eral equation P(D)g = f is constructed. The properties of these solutions are 
derived from the properties of eigenfunctions ei@,c) and corresponding eigen- 
values P(E). The property of the eigenfunctions e i(.r~~) that is essentially used in 
the proof of local solvability is their completeness in the function spaces in 
which usually we are trying to solve an equation. 
Different approaches that exist in PDE with variable coefficients don’t use 
exact eigenfunctions as the basic objects for the representation of solutions and 
study of their properties. The theory of PDO, for example, is based on the same 
set of exponential functions e ‘(x4 However these functions are not exact ei- . 
genfunctions of operators with variable coefficients, though they may serve lo- 
cally as a good substitute for elliptic operators. For nonelliptic operators the 
exponents ei(*, 5) even locally may be a bad approximation to the true eigen- 
functions, so such operators require more complicated technique to study 
them. 
The new aspect of this paper is that we extend the methods of PDE with 
constant coefficients for equations with variable coefficients. For an operator 
P(x, D) we construct such system of eigenfunctions of the form ei4(X) that the 
corresponding Lagrangean manifolds L, = (x, 4-i) form a foliation of that part 
of T*(R”) where we want to solve the equation microlocally. The study of such 
system of eigenfunctions shows that the parts of the phase space where eiQ(s) 
form a complete system are exactly the parts where Hiirmander’s solvability 
condition is satisfied (the author believes that it is not just a coincidence). In the 
parts of the phase space where e i@(X) form a complete system we introduce a 
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generalized Fourier Transform and construct a parametrix in exactly the same 
way as it is done for equations with constant coefficients. 
The author believes that such point of view may be a useful addition to the 
methods based on Fourier Integral Operators (FIO). The goal of the paper is to 
show how this approach works in the simple cases that were studied previously 
by different authors. In Section 2 we study a simple model case - Mizohata 
operator. In Section 3 we study a linear partial differential operator of order 1 
with analytic coefficients. In Section 4 we give a geometric interpretation of the 
Hiirmander’s solvability condition (I). The parametrix-like operators for Mi- 
zohata operator and operators reducible to it by means of FIO were con- 
structed in the papers 191, [2] though by different methods. These papers contain 
a detailed description of the properties of parametrix (wave front sets, con- 
tinuity properties, description of kernel and cokernel of an operator, and so on) 
than we don’t discuss here at all. The results of [9], [2] are quite exhaustive and 
the author does not think that the parametrices constructed in this paper have 
better properties, but to make rigorous comparison would increase the size of 
the paper considerably and wouldn’t be in line with the goals of this paper. 
2. MIZOHATA OPERATOR 
In this section we will study a simple model operator 
microlocally in a conic neighborhood of a point (0; 0,. . . 0, - 1,O) E T* (R”)\O. 
To solve an equation 
(5) P(x, % = f 
we’ll construct a family of exact eigenfunctions for the operator P(x, D) that 
have the form ei$cX) and we’ll require that the family of Lagrangean manifolds 
(x, 4.:) should have the following properties: (x, (p:) form a foliation of a certain 
conic open set in T*(R~)\O in which we want to solve the Equation (5) micro- 
locally, and the symbol p(x, 5) = (S;r + ix, & _I) of P(x, D) is equal to constant 
on each Lagrangean manifold (x, 4:). Our construction will be based on the 
exit into the complex domain, so we’ll consider R” as part of a complex space 
C”. The points of C” will be denoted z = x + iy. The cotangent bundle T*(R”) 
will be considered as part of complex cotangent bundle l T *(CR) and the points 
of the latter will be denoted as (z,f,), where C = 5 + in. Let X = (T + ir be a 
complex number. We denote by xx the level surface of the symbol ~(x, <) in 
T*(R”)\O: 
xx = ((x,<) E T*(R”)\O:&+ix,Jn_l =IT+~) 
= 
( 
(x,6) E T*(Rn)\O : I,, = a,~,, = -? 
6-l > 
. 
The first problem that we encounter is that xx does not contain Lagrangean 
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manifolds of dimension n, but the maximal dimension that we can get is only 
(n - 1). We can easily represent xx as the union of Lagrangean manifolds 
Lx,? = (x’,T/&-i;E’,a), h w ere x = (x’,x~), < = ([‘, &). Each manifold LA,<! 
has dimension (n - 1) and it cannot be a Lagrangean manifold of a real-valued 
function 4(x), but we can find an analytic function d(z) such that complex La- 
grangean manifold (z, 4’(z)) ’ t m ersects the real bundle T*(R”) exactly by LX,<!. 
To find 4(z) we first extend L A,[, to a complex Lagrangean manifold Lt,, = 
(z’, r/t,, ~ 1; <‘, CT) and then solve the equation 
$+ iz, w -=A 
” &- 1 
with the initial condition r$(z’, r/l+ 1) = (z’, E’), that corresponds to La- 
grangean manifold Lz,,. The solution of this equation is given by the following 
formula 
(6) m(zm=X(r.-&) +(z/,~‘)+~E,_l(~-zi). 
Instead of parameters A, <’ we’ll parametrize the manifold LA,,! by the para- 
meters c, u where 
and we’ll denote Lx, (1 by LF, ,, . On Lt, u the symbol p(x, I) has the constant value 
that we’ll denote p(u, I), so on Lc,~ we have X = p(x, <) = p(u, 5) = &, + iu&- 1. 
Substitution of this A into (6) will give us the following expression for 4 in terms 
of 2, <, u : 
4k 5, u) = (zn - u)Gl + (6 5’) - f <?I - 1 (&I - uJ2. 
This family of functions depends on (n + 1) real parameters U, E. The complex 
Lagrangean manifold (z,c$‘(z)) intersects the real bundle T*(P) by the set 
(x’, U; c’, &) that is an (n - 1)-dimensional Lagrangean manifold with the co- 
ordinates x’ on it. From this family of manifolds we’ll get the family of eigen- 
functions 
From this formula we see that in the region & _ 1 < 0 the exponent is bounded, 
but in the region &, _ 1 > 0 the function e i4 is exponentially increasing function 
with respect o <,, _ 1 and so e’$ cannot be used for expansion of other functions. 
Our next step will be to prove that in the region In _ 1 < 0 the system of func- 
tions ei@@;~~U) is (microlocally) complete and can be used to solve the Equation 
(5) in the same way as exponents are used to solve equations with constant 
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coefficients. The first step in this program is to introduce an analog of Fourier 
Transform. For anyf E COm(R”) we define a transform 
where k(t) = (-.$ _ 1 /n)l/*. We’ll derive now estimates for this transformation. 
Let us introduce an operator 
This operator has the property A4(e-‘Q) = e-‘4. Using this relation we can in- 
tegrate by parts in the standard way: 
for any positive k = 1,2, , , . . The transpose operator ‘A4 is given by the follow- 
ing formula 
In our case 1 + ]d,i/* = 1 + 1<j2 + (z& I)~(.x, - u)‘, so from the Formula (9) we 
see that each integration by parts gives us a factor (1 + [<I)-’ in the estimate of 
F~.f(u, 0. So for &,_ I 5 0 and bounded u we have the following estimate: 
for any positive N. Iff E E’(Rn) the transform Fpf(u, <) is defined by the same 
Formula (8) but now we’ll have only the estimate 
for some N. 
To write inverse transform we’ll need some auxiliary functions. Let f E 
E’(P) and supp(f) G (x; 1x1 < 1). W e introduce a function xl(u) E CQm(R) 
such that xl(u) = 1 for IuI 5 2; let P’ be a conic neighborhood of a point 
(0; 0, ‘ . . 0, - 1 , 0) and x2([) be a homogeneous function of order zero for I</ 2 2 
withsuppx~C~n(~:~~lLl)andx~-lin~n(E:/J/>2),whereW~~ 
is some conic neighborhood of a point (0; 0, . . O! -1,O). Now we can formulate 
the 
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Theorem 1. Microlocally in W the following equality holds 
(10) (2~)~“J xl(U)x2(~)(Fpf)(U,J)e'd(x'if1U)dU & =f(4 
modu~o some function that belongs to C” in W. 
Proof. Let us assume first that f E Cr(R”) and suppcf) C_ (x; Ix/ < 1). We 
have: 
(11) ( 
x ew-i((q, -u)& + W,t') + Xn-l(qn - ~)~/2)] 
x exp[i((x, - u)& -I- (x’, 9’) - it,,-. I (x, - ~)~/2)] dq du d< 
= P)-“S xl(ufx2(Jfk(E)f(q)exp(i(x- 44) 
t x ew(tn-l(ch - Q2/4) x exp(L- I (u - (.G + qn)/212) 4 du 4 
To evaluate (11) we’ll first integrate in U. This gives us: 
f xl (~1 exp(E,- 1 iu - (xR + q~)/2)~) du 
= .f XI (f + C-G + d/2) exp(& - I t2) dt 
= ,f ev(Cn-lt2)dt + J (xl(t -t (x, + qn)/2) - 1) exp(l,-~t~)dt 
The variables x, q vary in some neighborhood of supp (f ), so I(xn + qn)/2) 1 5 I 
and then (xl(t + (x, + qn)/2) - 1) = 0 for It/ L: 1. So 
f (xl(t+ (x, +qn)/2) - l)exp(~~_~t2)dt I Ce-Icn-fl = O(ePrl’l) 
in I/. Now the integral (11) we can rewrite as: 
CW”S xdOf(q) ev(i(x - q,O) x exp(&- lb - xA2/4)  dE 
+ (27VJ ~2(~)~(9) exp(G - 4,<f) x exp(&- f (qn - ~1~14) 
x O(e-c’tl) dq d[. 
The second integral is an integral operator with C” kernel K(x,q). The first 
integral is a PDO with the amplitude x2(J) x exp(&_ 1 (qn - ~,)~,/4) = a(x, q, [). 
This function belongs to the class St 1,2. The total symbol of this PDO is given 
by the asymptotic sum C, r;-tPL$Fa(x, x, c)/cr!. From the formula for ajx, q, <) it 
follows that in the conic neighborhood W this sum is equal to 1. So the left- 
hand side of (10) is a PDO with the total symbol equal to 1 on the set 
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(x; 1x1 < 1) x W. Th is proves the theorem. By continuity (10) extends to dis- 
tributions. Cl 
Now, that we have at our disposal a microlocally complete set of eigenfunc- 
tions e @+; (3 u, we can solve an equation 
(12) P(x, D)g = f 
microlocally in the same conic neighborhood W of the point (0; 0, . . . 0, - 1,O). 
We first solve (12) for a special right-hand side: Z’fx, D)g = ei@;~~U). As a solu- 
tion of this equation we choose a function 
,i#(x:.$.u) _ ,i#j.x;<'.O,O) 
gu,< = 
PC% I) 
that is analogous to (4). Here p(u, c) is the value of the symbol p(x, 5) on the 
Lagrangean manifold I&. Now, using (IO) we get the following formula for the 
solution of (12): 
(13) 
Theorem 2. The f~~c~j~~ g(x) de~ned by (13) is a solution of the e~~fftio~ 
P(x, D)g = f in W in the sense that (P(x, D)g -f) belongs to C” in W. 
Proof. To prove the convergence of (13) we represent (ei@;~~‘) - ei~(x;~‘~o~o)) 
using the Taylor’s formula: 
e i&; E, 8) _ emu; F’, 6% 
=LI /’ [ ($@) (x;S’, tE;1, tu)u + (&@) (x;E’, fl,,, tu)&] dt. 
From expression (7) for e’@ we get: 
Using these formulas we represent 
The coefficients of the integrals can be easily estimated: 
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This proves the convergence of the integral (13) forf E Cr(R”). Iff E E’(R”) 
then integration by parts in (13) with respect to X’ (using Formula (14)) gives 
meaning to (13) as a distribution. Now, 
P(x, D)g = J” x,(~)x~(<)Fpf(u, <)&+;~+) du d< =f 
microlocally in W modulo smooth function and this proves the theorem. This 
example shows that when a complete system of eigenfunctions is constructed, 
an operator with variable coefficients resembles very much one with constant 
coefficients. 0 
We refer the reader to the paper [2] where another construction of a para- 
metrix for Mizohata operator is given (see Section 4 of this paper). Our con- 
struction uses eigenfunction expansion, whereas the construction in [2] is based 
on Dhuamel principle and contains in addition a detailed study of different 
properties of the parametrix. 
3. FIRST ORDER OPERATOR WITH ANALYTIC COEFFICIENTS 
The constructions of the previous section were based on the exact formula 
for eigenfunctions. In this section we’ll discuss the case when P is not reduced 
to the simple canonical form. Even in this case the microlocally complete sys- 
tem of eigenfunctions can be constructed. An operator P now has the following 
form 
1 d n-1 d 
P(x,D) =7 -+ c b,k(X)-, 
1 ax, k=l dxk 
where bk(x) are analytic functions that are real for real x (see [7] about reduc- 
tion to such form). The operator will be studied microlocally in some conic 
neighborhood V of the point (0; 0,. . . 0, - 1,O) E T*(R”)\O. The symbol p(x, 5) 
of P is equal to 
n-l 
!‘(x,<) = &I + i c bk(X)& 
k=l 
and we assume that p(0; 0, . . . 0, - 1,O) = 0. We’ll construct for P a microlocally 
complete in V system of eigenfunctions following the methods of the previous 
section. Let X = 0 + ir be a complex number and let us denote by xx the level 
surface of the symbol p(x, <) in V: 
Cx = ((xl E) E V;P(X, 0 = g + i7) 
n-1 
= 
( 
(xl<) E V; Rep = & = CT, Imp = c bk(X)& = r 
k=l > 
We assume that Poisson bracket {Rep, Imp} # 0 in V, so the equation 
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n-1 
(16) Imp = c bk(X)& = r 
k=l 
can be solved for X, and we denote the solution x, = X(x’, E’, r), where 
X(x’, c’, r) is homogeneous of order 0 in ([‘, r). Now we can construct a folia- 
tion of V into a family of Lagrangean manifolds 
LX.<’ = (x’, X(x’, 5’, 7); E’, 0) 
where each manifold is parametrized by (A, [‘) and x’ serve as coordinates on 
each manifold. The manifold LA,J/ has dimension (n - 1) and it cannot be a 
Lagrangean manifold of a real-valued function 4(x) but we’ll construct an 
analytic function 4(z) such that complex Lagrangean manifold (z, 4’(z)) inter- 
sects T*(R”) exactly by LX,CI. This function will be denoted by 4(z; E’, 0, r) or 
by 4(z) when the parameters E’, (T, r are fixed. To formulate the Cauchy problem 
for 4(z) we project LA.{! on R”, which gives us a set TLX,~I = (x’, X(x’, <‘, T)). 
The function 4 on this set is determined by the integral 4 = J? (<, dx) where y is 
a curve on LA,,! that starts at the point (0, X(0, <‘, 7); c’, 0) and ends at the point 
(x’, X(x’, <‘, 7); I’, a). This gives us the following formula 
4(x’, X(x’, I’, r)) = (x’, E’) + fl. (Jw, <‘, 7) - Jm s’, 7.1). 
The Cauchy problem for 4(z) can now be formulated in the following way: 
(17) 
i 
a4 
P z>Y& ( ) =a+ir, 
4(z’, Wz’, t’, 7)) = (z’, C’) + 0. (W, E’, 4 - NO, [‘I d), 
where X(z’, E’, r) is an analytic extension of X(x’, <‘, 7). 
To solve this problem we represent 4 in the form 4 = 40 + a&. Separating 
the terms with g in (17) we’ll get for 41 an equation 
ah 
P z>z = 1, ( 1 
4% (z’, Wz’, (‘7 7)) = Wz’, t’, 7) - J-(0, t’, T). 
This equation has evident solution 41 = z, - X(0, [‘, r). 
For &, we obtain the following equation 
To study the behavior of 40 we introduce the new variables 
5’ = z’, 2, = z, - X(z’, <‘, 7) 
and the new unknown function and coefficients do(?) = 40(z), bk(?) = bk(z). In 
the new coordinates we have 
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&Jo a% a240 P#o 
d5,=yg, a?,z=q-: 
a40 a& $0 m 
~=zy-a-i,‘~~ k= 1,2...(n-1). 
The Equation (18) will now take the following form: 
(19) 
with initial conditions 
(20) &f’, 0) = (5’, t’) 
and additional relation that follows from the Definition (16) of X: 
n--l _ 
(21) c b&?, o)& = T. 
k=l 
From these relations we’ll find partial derivatives of $0 when Z,, = 0. From (19), 
(20) and (21) we at once get 
(22) 2 (Z’,O) = 0. 
n 
Di~erentiating (19) in Zj for 1 <j 5 n - I and setting 5, = 0 we get 
Taking into account (20) we get from the last equality for Zn = 0: 
Di~erentiation of (21) in .Zj will show that th e second term in the left-hand side 
of the last equality is 0, so finally we get (taking into account that & and X are 
real for real values of 5) that 
Differentiating now (19) in Z,, and setting & = 0 we get 
and from the last equality we finaily get 
Returning back to original variables we get from the previous equation 
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where the right-hand side is evaluated at the point (x’, X(x’, <‘, r)). 
We can now write a representation for the function 4. From (20) and (22) we 
see that $0 = (2, <‘) + 2,” . &it, I’, T), where 4 is homogeneous of degree 1 in 
(<‘, 7). Returning back to variables z we obtain the following formula for 4: 
(24) 
i 
4+&V-) = 0. (Zn -X(0&r)) + (Z’J’) 
+ (Zn - X(z’, <‘, r))2 . QJ,(z, E’, T). 
From (23) we obtain that 
Let us discuss the results obtained. We have constructed a foliation of a conic 
neighborhood V 3 (0; 0,. . . 0, - 1,O) into Lagrangean manifolds LX,{!. For each 
LX,{, we constructed an analytic function 4(z; <‘, (T, r) such that intersection of a 
complex Lagrangean manifold (z, 84/az) with V & T*(P)\0 is exactly LA,~/. 
The function e’$ satisfies the equation 
P(x, D)e’” = A. eid. 
The behavior of e’$ depends on the sign of Im 4(x; I’, 0, r). From (24) we obtain 
Im 4(<‘, g, 7; x) = (x, - X(x’, <‘, T))~ Im$(x, E’, T). But the sign of Im $ is 
determined from (25). So we see that if 
in V then e’$ is bounded. But (26) is exactly Hormander’s condition and from 
now on we’ll assume that it is satisfied. 
Before moving further we’ll change parametrization of Lx,{!. Every manifold 
LX_(’ = (x’, J-(x’, E’, 7); 5’, (T contains a unique point where x’ = 0; let us de- 1 
note this point by (0, U; E). We’ll introduce parameters U, 5 instead of A, E’: 
(27) I’ = <‘, 5n = 0, U = X(0, E’, r). 
Inverse formulas to (27) will be: 
n-1 
t’ = E’, ~-5n, T = c bk(O,U)<k. 
k=l 
The function X(x’, E’, r) will be now X(x’, E’, U) and it satisfies the equation 
n-l n-l 
c bkb’, x)‘tk = c bk(O,u)‘tkk, 
k=l k=l 
from which we get the important relation 
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(28) X(0, I’, u) = u. 
The Formula (24) for 4 will now look like this: 
(29) $(z; I, u) = 6&n - u) + (6 E’) + (Z” - X(6 C’, u))2 . $6; E’, u). 
We are ready for the second step - to prove that the system of eigenfunctions eicO 
is microlocally complete in V. We introduce an analog of Fourier Transform 
wheref E E’(R”) with supp(f) in some neighborhood of 0 E R” and k(x, 6) is 
some function to be determined later; at this moment we assume only that 
k(x, I) is an asymptotic sum of the homogeneous functions of <. We introduce a 
function xl(u) E Cp(R) such that xl(u) = 1 in some neighborhood of 0 E R; 
let I/ be a conic neighborhood of a point (0; 0,. . .O, -1,0) and x2([) be a 
homogeneous function of order zero for 151 > 2 with supp x2 G V n ([ : 151 > 1) 
and x2 E 1 in W n (< : 111 2 2), w h ere W C V is some conic neighborhood of a 
point (0; 0, . . 0, - 1,O). Now we can formulate the 
Theorem 3. With the appropriate choice of k(x, <) thefollowing equality holds 
(30) (27r-“J x1 (u)x2(<)(bf )(u, E)ei4(“‘~~“)d~ 4 =f (xl 
microlocally in W 
Proof. As in Theorem 1 we’ll prove that the left-hand side of (30) is a PDO with 
the total symbol equal to 1 in U x W where U is some neighborhood of 0 E R”. 
Let us replace f (x) by f (x) . e i(X)i) where f (x) E CO” (R”), has support close to 0 
and equal to 1 in some neighborhood of 0; and < E W, I</ 4 00. Then the left- 
hand side of (30) will be 
(31) (27Vf XI (U)x2(Mqr Of (q)e i(q.i)+i~(-~:~.u)~iO(q;~.u)dq du d<, 
Let us introduce the function 
@(z, s; s, C, w) = (& t, + $(z; c, w) - $(s; c, w) 
of the complex variables z = x + iy, s = q + ir, < = < + &, < = t + i7j, w = 
u + iv. This is an analytic function of the complex variables z, <, <, w, s that be- 
comes equal to exponent in (31) when these variables are equal to their real 
parts x, q, <, i, u. Using Formula (29) for 4 we get 
@(z, c; s, <I w) 
= (5 Z) + (z - s, 5) 
+ [(&I - X(z’; (‘, w))2 $(z; <‘, w) - (Sn - X(s’; <‘, w))2 .7j(s; f’, w)], 
where we have used the fact that X(x’; E’, u) is real. For real variables we’ll get 
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@(Xl r; 4, t, u) 
(32) = (4X)+(x-q,J) 
+ [(xn - Jw; I’, 4)2 . T&T E’, u) - (qn - X(q’; t’, g)2 . !+J’(q; [‘, u)] 
and from this formula and (25) it follows that Im @ 2 0 for real variables. Now 
we are going to apply the method of stationary phase to the integral (31). For 
convenience let us denote the expression in brackets in (32) by !&(x; q, <‘, u). The 
integral (31) contains large parameter < E W, parameter x that varies in some 
neighborhood of supp v) and variables of integration q, u, I. The variables 
q, x, u are close to 0 and X(0; <‘, u) = u, hence 9(x; q, tf’, u) can be estimated 
with some small E in the following way 
Now we can study an asymptotic behavior of the integral (31). For CC we have 
d@/dq = ( - I + dP/t?q and the last term in this sum is negligible in compar- 
ison with the second due to (33), so in the regions [<I L 2111 and I,$[ > 2151 we can 
integrate by parts in the standard way in q and we’ll get 0( I$“) for any N. The 
next step is to find the integral (31) over the region 15”//2 I 151 I 21,$ introducing 
in the standard way some cut-off function. Using (28) we obtain 
(34) 
1 
@(O, r; 4, C, n) 
= (4, E - 0 + [n’ !m E’, u) - (4n - Jw; E’I 412 . $44; t’, u)l. 
This function has a stationary point q = 0, < = (, u = 0. From (28) follows that 
(aX/a<‘)(O; <‘, n) = 0, (aX/au)(O; c’, u) = 1 and from these relations and For- 
mula (34) we find that the matrix of the second partial derivatives of @ at the 
stationary point has the following structure 
where A is some matrix and b is some column vector and 0 is the zero column 
vector. This matrix is nondegenerate, so all assumptions for the application 
of the stationary phase method are satisfied. Suppose now that a point x is 
close to 0 E R”. By implicit function theorem the function @(x, i; q, (, u) has a 
unique stationary point close to (0, [, 0). This point turns out to be real and can 
be found almost explicitly. The point is the following: q = x, t = i and u is 
determined from the equation x, - X(x’; [‘, u) = 0 that has a unique solu- 
tion u(x,[‘) because from equality (8X/&)(0; E’, u) = 1 we conclude that 
(&Y/&)(x’; {‘, u) # 0. Applying the stationary phase method (see for example 
Theorem 7.7.12 in [3]) we’ll get an equation for k(x, i) that can be solved in the 
standard way so that the resulting asymptotic sum is equal to ,i(X,i) in U x W. 
This proves that the left-hand side of (30) is really a PDO with the total symbol 
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1 in the conic neighborhood U x W 3 (0; 0, . . . 0, -1,O) 
theorem. 0 
We can move now to the second part of our problem - 
tion of the equation Pg = f. Let us solve first an equation 
(35) pcx, ~~~ = e iOk F. 4. 
and this proves the 
the microlocal solu- 
On the Lagrangean manifold Lx,~I = Lt,. the symbolp(x, <) is equal to constant 
that we’ll denote 
n-1 
Au, E) = b + i C h(O, u)5k. 
k=l 
The ‘characteristic manifold’ of P(x, D) in (<, u)-space is given by equations 
&,(p) = ((& u) :P(k t) = 0) = ((E, u) : 61 = 0, ;z; bk@, u)tk = 0). 
To find a solution of Equation (35) that has no singularity when p(u, <) + 0 we 
should define for each point (E, U) a ‘projection’ on CC,. (P) that we’ll denote by 
e(c, u). This can be done in the evident way: t9(<, U) = ([‘, 0; u(<‘)), where u(<‘) 
is a solution of equation cE=: bk(0, u)& = 0 which is defined by implicit 
function theorem with the initial point u = 0 for I’ = (0, . . . 0, - 1). We can now 
solve the Equation (35) in the following way 
,@(x;E9u) _ ,@kE’~o,uK’)) 
g< ,U = 
A&E) ’ 
and everything is ready for microlocal solution of an equation Pg =f. 
Theorem 4. Let f E E’(R”) with supp (f) close to 0 E R”. Then the formula 
g(x) = (27vJ XI (U)X2(wiPf(K 0) 
e kG; C 4 _ e @(x; C’. 0, 4’)) 
P(% 0 
du de 
defines a microlocal solution of an equation Pg = f in some conic neighborhood 
ux W3(0;0 ).” o,-1,O). 
Proof. For the proof we’ll need some estimates for the function g,c,, . Taylor’s 
formula gives us 
,k+;E,u) _ ,kf4~;<‘~0,4<‘)) 
(x; [‘, t&, tu + (1 - t)u([‘))(u - u([‘)) dt 
(x;<‘,t&,tu+(l-t)u(<‘))&dt 
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To repeat the proof of the Theorem 2 we need analogs of inequalities (15). One 
of them is evident: 
To prove the second we apply the mean-value theorem 
n-l n-1 
c bk(o,u)tk - c bk(OdwKk 
k=l k=l 
where 0 5 o I 1. Considering that 1 ci:i (dbk/d&)(x)&] 2 c IS] we easily ob- 
tain that 
and the rest of the proof follows Theorem 2. Cl 
4. GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION OF HORMANDER’S CONDITION 
In the last two sections we have proved that the ful~llment of the Hiirman- 
der’s condition implies the existence of the (microlocally) complete system of 
eigenfunctions and from this microlocal solvability can be easily derived. These 
eigenfunctions were constructed first in the complex space so it is natural to ask 
how Hiirmander’s condition looks in complex cotangent bundle T*(C”). In 
this section we reformulate this condition in the complex cotangent bundle. 
The solvability condition can be formulated in different forms: like inequality 
(1) for Poisson bracket, or behavior of Imp along zero bicharacteristic of Rep, 
or like positivity condition for a wave front relation as in [6]. All these for- 
mulations are equivalent and differ only in the concepts that are used to express 
the condition. The concept that fits our approach is a complex bicharacteristic 
(because it is closely related to the solution of Equation (17) for 4). So the only 
new aspect of this section is that Hiirmander’s solvability condition is ex- 
pressed in terms of zero complex bicharacteristic that represents an object that 
is invariant under transformations that are usually used to simplify an equa- 
tion. 
Let P(x, D) be a partial differential operator of order 1 with analytic coefh- 
cients and principal symbol p(x, I). Suppose that (x0,&) E T*(R”)\O, 
P(XO, Eo) = 0, and 
(36) {Rep, Zmplh, 6) < 0. 
To understand what (36) means in complex space we’ll study complex bichar- 
acteristic of p(z, cJ_ Let 8 = t + i7- be a complex parameter along bicharacter- 
istic. A complex bicharacteristic z(e),<(0) through the point (zo,cs), zo = 
_YO -t i0, CO = <O -I- i0 is determined as a solution of the Hamiltonian system 
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8P 
(37) 
i9=@ &_$ 
40) = zoi C(O) = 6. 
The mapping h : 0 + (z(O), C(O)) is e ne in some neighborhood of 0 E C and d fi d 
its image is a l-dimensional complex manifold B C T*(C”) that we can also 
consider as 2-dimensional real manifold. Let us study the tangent space 
Tc,,,,C,,~(B) to B at the point (~0, CO). Suppose first that 0 = t is real. Then from 
Equations (37) we get 
(38) 
Let us consider T*( C”) as 4n-dimensional real manifold where a point (z, I) is 
described by the coordinates (x, <; y, 7). Then from (38) we get a vector 
et E T(zo.Co)(B) 
e,=&, $ = 
0 ( 
‘Rep,_?!!$?!!!,_!?%! 
at a< ax 
When 0 = ir Equations (37) give us the second vector 
c.=&& = 
0 ( 
aImp dhp dRep dRep _---_- 
at ' ax 7 at 1 ax 
The space Tc~~,~,,J(B) is spanned by the vectors e,, e7. It is easy to see that e,, e7 
are linearly dependent only if e, = e7 = 0, but this contradicts (36). Now, linear 
dependence of the vectors 
( 
aZmp ahp 
) ( 
dRep dRep 
--- at' ax 1 a< 3 ax 
(these are ‘imaginary parts’ of e,, er) would imply that {Rep, hp}(xo, too) = 0, 
and this also contradicts to (36). We may conclude therefore that 
T(zO,c,,)(B) n T(Z,,,)(T*(R”)) = 0 and hence 
Bn T*(R”) = (zo,~), 
so complex bicharacteristic B intersects T*(R,) at one isolated point (ZO, <so). 
Let us consider projection n of T c_~,~,,)(B) on Tc~,,~~,( T*(R”)) that sets imagin- 
ary parts equal to zero; that is 
net= 
( 
dRep dRep Xmp armp 
- -- 
at ' ax ) 3 
re, = 
( _F’ax’ > 
The image Y$ Tc,,, 6) (B)) is two-dimensional space in Tc,,, <,,I (T * (R”)) and it has 
orientation induced by symplectic form dx A dJ. The space Tczo, co~ (B) also has 
orientation induced by symplectic form that is equal to the imaginary part of 
the complex scalar product on the one-dimensional complex space Tc,~,~~,(B). 
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Theorem 5. Hiirmander ‘s condition (36) means that the mapping 
preserves orientation. 
Proof. Direct calculation: 
(dx A dE)(re,, re,) = {Rep, Imp}(xo, 6) < 0 
and imaginary part of the complex scalar product on the one-dimensional 
complex space Tc,,, c0) (B) evaluated for vectors e,, e7 is equal to (- 1) < 0. 
We see that Hormander’s condition describes how complex bicharacteristic 
intersects the real cotangent bundle. 0 
In conclusion the author would like to make a general remark. The problem 
discussed in this paper is a problem about the relations between the properties 
of a linear operator and the properties of its eigenvectors and eigenvalues. 
Considerable part of the theory of PDE with constant coefficients is actually 
devoted to the same problem in function spaces (the eigenvectors are ei(,‘,c) and 
the eigenvalues P(t)). The more modern theories of PDO and FIO have a cer- 
tain disadvantage (in comparison with the theory of PDE with constant coeffi- 
cients) that they don’t use explicitly in their language the exact eigenfunctions 
of an operator under consideration. The author believes that this is why the 
traditional approach - that the system of eigenfunctions is one of the best co- 
ordinate systems to understand the properties of an operator - may still be 
useful. 
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